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THE BRAND NEW York Times bestselling writer of The Sneaky Chef provides us the next trend
in healthy eating with delicious and easy recipes whipped up with nutrient-dense purees to
create leaner, cleaner yet ridiculously tasty meals. Missy also offers made the Blends Cleanse™
Once the New York Situations bestselling Sneaky Chef took off, Missy Chase Lapine knew
parents were finally obtaining their kids to eat healthy with concealed veggie purees (a. Starting
with fifteen signature Bottom Blends, such as Butternut Squash-Apple, Black Bean-Blueberry-
Baby Kale, and Carrot-Sweet Potato, Missy demonstrates how these nutrient loaded blends can
kick start your healthy lifestyle. This is healthful eating without deprivation! Blends). What
surprised her, though, was that those same parents were utilizing Blends in their own recipes
and feeling more energized. Acquiring her cue from those parents, Missy is definitely on a
objective with Sneaky Blends to show how anyone can consume healthy without sacrificing
flavor.k. Full of beautiful color photos and guidelines to start blending, this is the only cookbook
you will need to detox and transform your overall health while still savoring delicious foods.s
delicious recipes like Zucchini Pasta Piccata, Chai Tea Smoothie Bowl, Cheesy Kale-Basil
Soufflé, Meaty Mushroom Bolognese, or 45-Calorie Pumpkin Whoopie Pies, they immediately
become healthy.a.BLEND (blend) NOUN: a combination of different tastes created from
superfoods, want blueberries, kale, and broccoli that are filled with disease fighting
phytonutrients, fiber, and low in calories., a 3-day time Body Reboot that you can tailor to your
very own lifestyle, giving you a diet do-over and environment you in relation to weight loss.
When these blends are put into your preferred recipes or among Missy’
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OMG, I can't believe Healthy food can taste this great and decadent! Missy's Blends are
delicious on their own and work great in dishes. I'm keeping one in my refrigerator all the time
and a lot of Blends in my own freezer. I'm getting to eat all my favorite foods plus they are very
easy to make and so are better for me. I am along the way of clearing out what meals I do have-
so I can dive complete fledged into this way of cooking/eating. Many thanks Missy we used to
make use of uour Sneaky Chef dishes on our children and now they are more for all of us and
we love them so much! I really like this Cookbook I am a cookbook junkie. Believe me, when you
can enjoy your preferred foods and understand that they're loaded with probably the most
nutritious ingredients, it's a huge win-win. This is definitely something I can incorporate into a
healthy life-style change, while enjoying the food. This is not the case with these recipes. I love
the idea of creating bases in bulk to have on hand and add to for variety, throughout the year.
However, making the different blends was too frustrating for mi liking. Mainly because once I
begin to do a recipe- all the ingredients I don't have, and by enough time I get them, my food
budget would be blown. Served the curried deviled eggs last night and everyone was absolutely
shocked I would have something seemingly fattening when I'm constantly trying to cut the fat
and calorie consumption but it like 65 cal a serving and everyone was a believer. Love the
pictures, the recipes, the concept! This is an excellent book and as person who has all of the
Sneaky Chef series it is as I expected it to be. It's a Win-Win Fantastic job by Missy Chase
Lapine. I've often loved Julia Child's way with foods and have become referred to as a "really
good cook" thanks to her. This is a fantastic book and as one who has all of the . I collect
beautiful cookbooks, and hardly ever cook. Too time consuming Overall I came across this book
helpful. The bases are very simple ingredients and inexpensive. Many thanks, Missy. I am needs
to make the dishes this week. Excellent book with amazing ways to get more veggies into .. Five
Stars Great book. Excellent book with amazing methods for getting more veggies in to the kids
and husband. Super high in protein and so satisfying in taste and texture. Sneaky Blends solves
that problem by offering up a terrific formula for maximizing the use of fruits and vegetables
and converting them into delicious meals... So happy I came across this at my local library, and
arrived on here to order with prime the next day. An Easy Method to Eat your Fruits and Veggies
Easy to use publication with beautiful illustrations. Can help you get more fruits and veggies in
your diet using ingredients that are easy to get and use. Not all dishes are Purées. But this
cookbook opened up me up to a whole new way of looking at the balance between flavor and
diet. Half of the book includes other recipes which I did not dependence on solid foods and I'd
not have purchased this book easily had known this. Five Stars This is a great book for ideas on
blending. Get it !!!! ?? love just love!!!! Food that tastes as good as it really is for you I haven't eaten
pancakes in years due to the empty calories and carbs. Instantly, I'm deeply in love with
pancakes - the pancakes in this cookbook anyway. I love it and the dishes are wonderful.
Everyone really wants to eat better and healthier meals, but it isn't always easy and it is not
always so tasty. I bought this book thinking the majority of the recipes will be for blends and
purées. Not all the recipes work flawlessly, but this book is filled with great ideas. I'm putting on
myself out attempting to make and use the vast majority of the blends right away. So very much
fun to eat therefore well and feel therefore virtuous about the nutrition! food I just started
scanning this book and it sounds great..
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